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ABSTRACT 

Every year in the Middle East, date palm farmers cut thousands of palm fronds 

as a kind of maintenance. As a result, most of these fronds are disposed either by 

burning or shredding. However, before the discovery of oil, the fronds were one of the 

most important raw materials used in house construction and furniture manufacturing. 

In fact, date palm fronds have many unique characteristics in terms of rigidity and 

flexibility, and are advantageous in their availability and economically, which make 

them a reliable raw material. For these reasons, this research will look into date palm 

history and impact on culture, society, and religions to build fundamental knowledge 

about the date palm. In addition, the agricultural side of the date palm will be explored 

in detail and we will focus on both its traditional and contemporary uses as well as the 

specific techniques employed when working with them. Finally, the palm frond’s 

behavior will be analyzed through several fabrication experiments that apply 

contemporary and digital tools and fabrication methods to rejuvenate the use of date 

palm fronds in contemporary architecture and product design.  
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The old Western visual documentation of the Middle East, especially of the 

Arabian countries, was almost devoid of any mention of deserts and date palms. The 

earliest explorers, however, document them in their written observations. For example, 

Gerhard Rohlfs, a German explorer and author, described the Moroccan Sahara when 

he was there in the 18th century; he noted that “after [a] long day’s march . . . through 

the stony and vegetationless burning desert, the fresh, cheerful green under the shade 

of lofty palm-trees” was a welcome respite (343). In addition, Charles E. Wilkins, an 

American writer, described the east of Saudi Arabia in 1960: “Sight of a cool date 

palm curving sharply against empty sands beyond the edge of an oasis” (27). In much 

the same way, date palms were important illustrations that were included in the 

drawings and paintings of artists who were traveling to the Arabian countries (see 

figure 1.1). It should be noted that date palms were also present in the earliest 

photographs of Egypt, Morocco, Iraq, and Saudi Arabia (see figure 1.2). Even today 

the date palm has been used as a symbol and inspiration for the master-plan of Palm 

Islands project in Dubai (see figure 1.3). Thus, all these examples deliver a clear 

illustration of date palm symbolism in Arab culture. However, date palms have 

supplementary value beyond that of an abstract image in Arabian minds.  

Date palms were one of the most important factors supporting the development 

of civilization in Arabian countries since they are an important source of food and 
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shade. An intense relationship developed between the Arabians and date palms, 

between human beings and nature. Date palms were available to meet basic human 

needs for nourishment, well-being, and shelter. Hilda Simon, a writer and illustrator of 

nature, described the date palm’s impact on the Arabian countries: “It brought life to 

the inhospitable wastelands of the great Sahara Desert, providing food and wood, 

shade and shelter, and fuel in vast desert regions”. Aside from the actual dates, there 

are many uses for date palms, especially with regard to their wood. Since most of the 

Arabian countries lack forests or other reliable sources of wood, date palm wood was 

used as a substitute. People in the Arabian countries used the date palm’s wood to 

make many products. W. H. Barreveld, an author for the Food and Agricultural 

Organization of the United Nations said, “All parts of [the] date palm, except perhaps 

the roots, are used for a purpose best suited to them”(173). These parts include the 

trunks, leaves, and fibers. Date palm wood products were very present in the daily 

lives of Arabian people, completing the images mentioned at the beginning of this 

chapter. The structural elements and furniture in houses, the fruit and vegetable 

baskets and crates in shops, and many basic and advanced daily tools were all 

composed of date palms. And why not? Date palm wood was the most widely 

available and economical raw material in the Arabian countries.  

Over time however, a number of factors have reduced the reliance on date 

palms as a source of food and wood, including the discovery of oil and the 

globalization beginning in the later part of the 20thiest century. Consequently, 

following the standard trend in oil-producing countries, people in the Arabian 
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switched to industrial jobs. Mary Ann Tétreault, a professor of international affairs 

described this period as one marked by “a shift from subsistence agriculture to cash 

crops” (277). Yet, in the 1980s, for example, Saudi Arabia, one of the largest date-

producing countries, was able to get its date production “back on track”(Jambi). This 

effort was enough to recover the economic value of dates through their use as cutlery 

alone. Still, the products made from the wood of date palms have all but disappeared, 

except for some products made by traditional craftsmen to be sold as mementos or 

gifts. Moreover, the balance between farming dates and consuming their wood has 

been lost. This problem has led to tons of date palms going to waste, with their leaves 

(fronds) especially having no use. As a result, most farmers in Saudi Arabia, for 

example, choose to burn date palm leaves1 since there is an excessive amount of them 

when farmers remove them from the palms as a part of regular maintenance. With this 

particular development, what was once known as an important material, used in the 

creation of many products, has now became a problem and has created misinformation 

regarding what date palms were traditionally used for in Arabian countries.  
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Figure 1.1  A drawing of an oasis in the Sahara in the 19th century.2 

Figure 1.2  Giza, Egypt in the 1930s3 
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Figure 1.3  One of the Palm Islands in Dubai, United Arab Emirates4 

At the same time, these Arabian countries have turned to importing millions of 

engineered and manufactured wood like plywood annually for use in construction and 

furniture manufacturing; this seems illogical since there is an available source of wood 

domestically. For this reason, this thesis attempts to reinvigorate the use of date palm 

fronds with the assistance of new technologies and advanced methods so that they will 

again be used in contemporary architectural applications and product design. With this 

objective in mind, the date palm’s history, heritage, and agricultural aspects will be 

first explored in this study to provide a fundamental understanding of the date palm 

and its context. In addition, its past usages as well as some individual contemporary 

efforts for date palms will be discussed. Lastly, this work will test and explore the date 

palm frond’s potential using different fabrication methods to help make date palm 

wood more useful as a raw material in the architecture and product design fields. 
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CHAPTER II 

HISTORY 

2.1  Introduction 

Date palms are considered one of the oldest fruit trees in the world—older than 

many other harvested picks. In fact, there is no accurate record that states where or 

when the date palm initially started growing. Simon said, “No one today can pinpoint 

with certainty [the date palm’s] original home, nor do any ‘wild’ date palms exist” 

(31). This statement hints at the link that exists between human beings and the date 

palm. Barreveld described this link when he said, “The earliest form of date palm 

cultivation coincided with the oldest civilizations” (3). Thus, one could conclude that 

the date palm is around 6,000 years old; this is parallel to the age of human beings on 

Earth. Moreover, this period matches the existence of numerous early civilizations in 

the area. Mark Rieger, a horticulture professor said the “Sumerian, Babylonian, 

Egyptian, and other ancient people used the palm for house construction and thatching 

as well as for food” (218). Accordingly, all of these pieces of evidence are guides to 

the locations of the date palm. Some studies show the date palm originating from the 

area between the Euphrates and Tigris Rivers in present-day Iraq (see figure 2.1). 

Others say that it originated from North Africa. Simon believes that the lower 

Euphrates-Tigris Valley area is the most likely because “this area is so rich in [the] 

records of civilizations” (32). 
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Figure 2.1  Distribution of the date palm in the pre-Christian Middle East5 

2.2  Spread of the Cultivation of Date Palms 

Here, the date palm becomes a very important factor in the rise and 

development of civilizations; as mentioned before, it is a reliable life-sustaining 

source. Soon, date palms were known as the main crop in different regions of the Old 

World, and it traveled to wherever populations moved. Rieger said, “It was spread by 

nomadic people across northern Africa along the coast and at oases” (218). The human 

population in the Middle East during this period may have played a role in spreading 

the date palm by leaving its seeds behind after consuming the fruits. In addition, 

soldiers in during wartime and traders who discovered dates on their journeys also 

helped in this task. In fact, early Muslims in general helped date palms become 
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scattered across the regions that they occupied (see figure 2.2); for this reason, many 

date fruits have the same Arabic names. However, the Spanish missionaries are 

considered the individuals responsible for leading date palms to the Latin American 

countries and California in the late 1700s (Rieger 218). In fact, Barreveld asserts that 

the date was introduced to these places “more to serve as a supply of palm fronds for 

religious celebrations than to introduce a new crop” (9) (see figure 2.3).  

2.3  Conclusion 

Finally, one may have a different perspective about date palms after learning 

about their rich history, which began with the creation of human beings and their 

migration patterns, especially in what was called the Old World, which spanned from 

Iraq to Egypt and beyond, reaching many regions by accidental and purposeful means. 

These instances helped date palms develop into the most important element in 

sustaining life. 
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Figure 2.2  The Muslim conquests from 622 to 7506 

Figure 2.3  Distribution of the date palm from the Middle East to the New World7 
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CHAPTER III 

HERITAGE & CULTURE 

3.1  Introduction 

Many cultures in the Middle East believe that the date palm is a sacred and 

valuable tree, with a rich value in its heritage. The act of eating dates is just one 

episode of a long story. One could imagine the possibilities when one kind of tree has 

been taking a big part of the responsibility of aiding civilization in one region to 

survive and to continue to develop the quality of life until present times. The date 

palm is not only a source of food simply for nutrition; it contains all the things that a 

human being needs. A date palm can be transformed into shelter, medicine, and even a 

source of food for animals. Simon said, “To people from other parts of the world, it 

may be somewhat difficult to grasp the full significance of what the date palm has 

meant to the people of the Middle East and the Sahara Desert, who for excellent 

reasons [have] valued this tree more highly than any other” (30). 

3.2  The Date Palm’s Religious Value   

Date palms have a deep meaning for almost everyone who used to live or 

currently lives close to them, either today or in the past. For instance, in late 18th 

century Morocco, removing or even injuring a date palm was considered a crime 

(Rohlfs 48). In fact, date palms command a high level of respect and appreciation in 

people with religious beliefs. With this value in mind, it should be noted that the date 
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palm has appeared in many sacred texts, confirming its value. In the Quran for 

example, in the Mariam (Mary) Chapter, Allah said,   

“And the pains of childbirth drove her to the trunk of a date-palm. So cried to 

her from below her. “Do not grieve, your Lord has placed beneath you a 

stream. And shakes towards you the trunk of the date-palm, it will drop upon 

you fresh ripe dates. So eat and drink and be content. And if you see any man, 

say, ‘Indeed, I have vowed to the most gracious a fast, so I will not speak today 

to any human being” (306).  

This interesting verse from the Quran contains an important lesson: there are great 

benefits to eating dates for birthing women, because dates can give women the power 

and energy to cope with labor. Dates are also believed to relieve pain and modify 

moods.  

In fact there are many connections between religions and various beliefs 

related to the date palm, which has been immortalized in the wisdom of the prophets 

and their followers in the retelling of unforgettable events. This palm is found in all 

Abrahamic religions: Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. In the following section, this 

research will explain the date palm’s value to the aforementioned religions.  

3.2.1  Judaism  

Since Judaism is the oldest of the three religions, the date palm has a great deal 

of meaning for Judaic practitioners. It is a sacred tree for them and has a deep root in 

their religious rituals. Jews celebrate a holiday called Sukkot. During Sukkot, Jewish 

people make what is called “four species,” which consists of an etrog8 and lulav 
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(Berlinger 2008). Lulav is a collection of three different leaves: myrtle, willow, and a 

palm frond. Jewish people combine all of the leaves into one group (see figure 3.1). 

Moreover, date palms also appeared in Hebrew drawings and on at least one 

Hasmonean coin (see figure 3.2). There is an interesting practice that proves the date 

palms’ value within the Jewish heritage, which is that they name their daughters 

“Tamara.” Individuals who do so dream that their girls will grow up to become smart, 

tall, pretty, and fertile like the date palm tree (qtd. In Amer). 

Figure 3.1  The four species9 
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Figure 3.2  One of the Hasmonean coins depicting a date palm10 

3.2.2  Christianity 

Christianity, which is considered the most popular religion in the world at 

present, also places great significance in the date palm. Its fronds are used to reenact 

the dramatic scene when the Christian people welcomed Jesus Christ as he entered 

Jerusalem (see figure 3.3).  

On the next day people that were come to the feast when they heard that Jesus 

was coming to Jerusalem took branches off palm trees and went forth to meet 

him. (Gospel of St. John)  

From this text, one could interpret the actions of the people as a kind of welcome since 

they selected the most symbolic object at that time—the date palm frond—to extend 

greetings to Jesus. This event is reenacted in contemporary Christian festivals, such as 

Palm Sunday, which is held a week before Easter. Christians make crosses and 

wreaths out of date palm fronds and olive branches before moving in procession to 

commemorate the triumphal entry of Jesus into Jerusalem (Kaboré 33). 
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Figure 3.3  A painting of Jesus’s entry into Jerusalem11 

3.2.3  Islam 

In Islam, there are some differences since Muslims and Arabs are like two 

faces of the same coin. The date palm is one of the Arabian symbols, and it played an 

important part in a series of events surrounding the birth of Islam, starting with the 

Prophet Muhammad’s arrival at Maddinah after he emigrated from Makkah. A 

dramatic scene unfolded when the Prophet reached the entrance of Maddinah; the 

sight that met his eyes was almost fully green, as date palm fronds were held up by the 

Muslims in a kind of welcome to the Prophet (see figure 3.4). Later, the Prophet and 

his followers used date palm wood to build the first mosque in the world. In addition 

to its great symbolic value for Arabs at the time and its importance as a construction 

material, the date palm was also a significant source of food. The Prophet and the 

people around him were extremely poor when the Islamic faith was born and only had 
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dates to eat. This was just enough for Mohammed and his people to survive. Once, the 

Prophet Mohammed said to his wife Aisha, “A house free from [dates] makes their 

owner hungry.” Even after the Prophet was able to bring other types of food into his 

house, he continued eating dates for their nutritional benefits and for medicinal 

purposes. Moreover, in many Arab countries, the groom traditionally gave his bride 

boxes of dates as part of the dowry. Meanwhile, in the Quran, the date palm appears 

many times as an image of heaven (Rustomji 67). 

Figure 3.4  A scene from The Message movie 

3.3  Conclusion 

Ultimately, people from different religions and cultures agree that date palms 

have similar meanings and definitions. The date symbolizes welcoming and victory, 

and in some cases, it is a means of survival since it is considered a primary source of 

food. 
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CHAPTER IV 

AGRICULTURE 

4.1  Introduction 

The information in this chapter comes from thousands of years’ worth of 

knowledge and history in date palm agriculture as practiced by people. This has been 

passed on from generation to generation. This chapter will identify and describe date 

palms and discuss in detail the environmental requirements for its cultivation, 

including an explanation of its propagation and pollination methods.  

4.2  Taxonomy and Description 

The date palm belongs to the Arecaceae family, and its genus is called 

Phoenix, which is a Latin term for the Greek word “date palm” (Duke). The species 

name of the date palm is dactylifera, which means “finger-bearing” (Friedman 1). The 

date palm is tall, has a thick trunk, and grows long and complex leaves. A date palm 

consists of three main parts: roots, trunk, and leaves (see figure 4.1). The roots of the 

date palm are deep, strong, and fibrous and originate at the base of the trunk; there is 

little or no secondary thickening or branching into rootlets (Barreveld 26). The trunk 

can grow to approximately two feet in diameter and averages about sixty feet in 

height, with some palms reaching one hundred feet (Simon 53). The leaves, called 

fronds, range between twelve and fifteen feet in length and have a life cycle of three to 

seven years. A frond itself has about one hundred leaflets. Every month, a range of 

one to three leaflets are grow. Each leaflet is up to three feet long and half an inch to 
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two and a half inches wide, is folded longitudinally, and has entire margins (Rieger 

220). 

Figure 4.1  A female date palm’s parts12 

4.3  Date Palm Environmental Conditions 

Date palms can survive in harsh environmental conditions that other kinds of 

trees could not handle. Zahra Ashraf and Zohreh Hamidii-Esfahani, agriculture 

professors, have pointed out that date palms are resistant to harsh climatic conditions 

and can endure a wide range of temperatures, from −6°C to 50°C. For this reason, date 

palm cultivation is popular in the regions at 9° 93’ North latitude, which encompasses 

the Middle East and North Africa as well as California and Arizona in the United 
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States and Mexico (Ashraf and Hamidii-Esfahani 374) (see figure 4.2). The date palm 

is considered a summer fruit, so it requires a long, hot summer to help its fruit ripen. 

In fact, there is a long period requiring high temperature that starts when the date 

begins to grow and develop a green color (Khalal). This indicates that the fruit is fully 

ripe and has started to become dry (Tamar). However in the winter, the date palm can 

survive at freezing temperatures but will die if it stays there for a long time. As a 

result, some farmers from countries above the Mediterranean Sea would harvest the 

dates earlier and use an artificial means to ripen the fruit because their summers are 

short (Rural Knowledge Network).  

Figure 4.2  Locations of date palms growth in the world13 

4.3.1  Rain and Humidity 

Rain and humidity are very important factors that help and damage the date 

palm at the same time. Rain, as a source of water, is something that many farmers 

would prefer, but when it comes during the last period when the dates ripen, it will 

change their appearance, resulting in cracked and sour fruits. As a kind of adaptation, 
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farmers in the United States protect the dates from the rain by making covers out of 

paper to place over clusters of dates (Simon 76). Humidity in the flowering period will 

make the dates’ flowers develop mold. 

4.3.2  Wind  

Normal wind speed is considered as a positive factor that helps to ventilate the 

palm and remove dust from the dates. However, high wind speed during the 

pollination stage damages all man-made pollination (Zaid 69). Also, continuous wind 

forces the dates to lose their softness. Finally, strong winds can fall old palm trees, 

especially the tall and thin ones. 

4.3.3  Sunlight 

Direct sunlight is something that a date palm needs the most in order to grow 

and ripen its fruits. Many palm farmers know that palm trees planted under the shade 

will grow slowly, and their fruit quality will be lower when compared to dates that are 

exposed to the sunlight all the time. Moreover, sun exposure helps palm fronds 

become strong, tall, and thick. 

4.3.4  Soil 

Soil is considered a very important factor for any plant. However, the date 

palm does not require any special kind of soil. This is one of the reasons why this 

palm has not only survived for so long but also spread across most parts of the Old 

World and some parts of North and South America, as mentioned in Chapter II. In 
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addition, date palms can survive in salty soil without this setting having an effect on 

their fruit production. On the other hand, in order to obtain high quality date 

production, farmers should ensure that the following features are present in the soil: 

deep, well-drained, and loamy (Rieger 222). 

4.4  Propagation 

Date palms have a unique life cycle. They have two sexes: the male and the 

female. In addition, female palms’ production starts from ten to twenty offshoots 

during their lifetime (Rieger 223). Dates can propagate in two ways. First, by planting 

the seeds like other trees. This way would take a long time, and the possibility of 

having a female palm lessens. Also, the female palm that comes from a seed would not 

carry its mother’s properties—something many date farmers are looking for. A second 

way is to take the palm offshoots and plant them in another spot. This method is 

popular because it grows date palms in a shorter duration of time and the new trees 

will keep and carry the same features as their originator; characteristics from the 

quality of the dates to their physical appearance would be passed on. Simon concurs 

with this evaluation and said that “The only way to reproduce an established and 

proven variety is through the offshoot . . . [This way] produce[s] fruit of exactly the 

same kind, size, texture, and flavor as that of the parent tree” (77).  

4.5  Pollination 

Pollinating date palms is complicated and the procedure has remained the same 

for thousands of years. Male and female palms are produced from cream-colored 
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flowers stored in thick brown spathes (Morton). Male flowers are bigger and more 

numerous compared to the female flowers (see figure 4.3). In addition, only male 

palms produce powder, which helps in pollination. Pollination can be done manually, 

with one male palm flower being capable of fertilizing fifty female palms. A farmer 

takes some male flowers and inserts them in the spathes attached to the female 

flowers. The spathes are then tied with a piece of fabric. In addition, some farmers will 

throw male powders over female flowers to make sure every flower is pollinated. 

However, pollination can still occur without human labor; this is made possible by 

insects or the wind, but the quality and quantity of the production would not be the 

same. This is another piece of evidence for the close relationship between humans and 

this kind of tree. 
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Figure 4.3  Male and female date palm flowers14 

4.6  Planting 

Date palms should be planted about four to six meters apart, which helps every 

palm tree receive enough sunlight. It also makes the palm grow easily since there is 

nothing to stop its development. A formal date palm garden is planted based on a grid 

system where there is an equal space from all sides between each palm tree. This help 

farmers easily take care of the palms. Thus, there will be enough room for the 

transportation process in which the dates are carried through animal movements 

(common in the past) or by machines. 
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4.7  Dates 

Dates vary in size but on average, they are between one to three inches long. 

The rib of the date varies in color and can be found in most brown gradients, from a 

dark brown-like black to a light brown-like yellow. A date’s skin is thick and has a 

large seed inside. Young dates, called rutab, are different colors: green, yellow, pink, 

or red, based on their variety. Several hundreds to just over a thousand fruits are borne 

in each bunch, which can weigh up to eighty pounds. As they mature, between their 

sixth and eighth months, the fruits go through five distinct stages that have been given 

the following Arabic names: Hababouk, Kimri, Khalal, Rutab, and Tammar (Simon 

66). 

Figure 4.4  Date fruit  
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CHAPTER V 

TRADITIONAL USES 

5.1  Introduction 

The existence of date palms as a source of food and shelter in the middle of the 

desert was like a treasure for people who lived in this region. Hilda Simon names the 

date palm a “tree of life” for this very reason (23). Gradually, people in the Middle 

East increased their reliance on the date palm. In fact, people there made use of almost 

every single part of the tree. This practice starts with the date fruit, which is very rich 

and is used in many dishes by people in the Middle East. The date palm is also a raw 

material classified as wood, from which many wood products were manufactured. 

Since this research focuses on the architectural side of the date palm, the current 

chapter will briefly note uses of the date and products related to it. After that the 

chapter will classify wooden products that are based on different parts of the date 

palm.  

5.2  Dates Products 

Many people in the Middle East prefer to eat raw dates, whether they are dried 

from being outdoors or kept moist by being pressurized in large tanks (Barreveld 64–

65). The pressurizing technique also creates dibs (date syrup), which is used in many 

traditional dishes. Moreover, since dates are a rich source of sugar, people in the 

Middle East have customarily used them to sweeten foods. Aside from the sugar, most 

popular date-based dishes have wheat in them. Depending on the ingredients added 
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and the cooking method used, these dishes vary. Author Marta Mancini commented on 

the history of dates in cooking, remarking on how “Many recipes for date-based dishes 

have been passed down through the generations” (29). Today, various food 

preparations that use dates remain basically the same with only minor changes. Dates 

are also considered an optimal form of baby food. For this reason, Middle-Easterners 

feed their infants mashed dates mixed with water. In another application, the date and 

its seeds are seen as an excellent food for animals. For instance, when fed to cows, 

dates are believed to help them grow faster and produce more milk of higher quality. 

In the world of alternative medicine, some experts believe that dates are beneficial in 

the manufacture of various medications. Indeed, with these examples, one can see that 

the date has been a very important food source for people of all ages and has 

demonstrated its importance through other uses as well.

5.3  Date Palm Wood Products 

Besides producing dates, the date palm yields a variety of wood that is 

available in large quantities from the palm’s trunk and leaves. Various applications for 

this wood have been found in the Middle East, from large-scale projects such as 

houses to small-scale objects like toothpicks. The upcoming paragraphs in this chapter 

will explain in greater detail the production, uses, and techniques involving each part 

of the date palm. 
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5.3.1  Trunk 

The availability of the date palm trunk is dependent on three situations: the 

palm completed his plant life cycle, the palm has a serious disease, or it is the season 

for expanding the palm’s growth or replacing it. Since the date palm trunk is thick, up 

to ten inches in diameter, most of its uses are for projects that require strength and 

durability. Traditional houses and farms were the primary constructions that used 

trunks from date palm trees. In the construction of houses, builders used the wood 

from palm trunks everywhere, including when building columns, primary and 

secondary roof beams, staircase structures, and doorways. Meanwhile, on farms, palm-

trunk wood was mainly used in creating irrigation channels and making bridges over 

water canals.  

Figure 5.1  Trunks used as roof beams15 
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5.3.1.1  Techniques 

The quality of the wood from date palm trunks varies depending on its age. A 

middle-aged trunk about thirty years old is favorable because it is wider and stronger 

than trunks of other ages. Since the trunks consist of fibrous wood that grows 

vertically, it is easier to cut them parallel to their direction of growth. Builders use 

hatchets or long chisels to divide trunks into halves or quarters based on design 

requirements. Halved trunks are used more often since they have a plain surface. This 

quality makes half-trunk wood easier to deal with for all house-related projects except 

columns, which use the entire trunk. Furthermore, half trunks are well-suited for 

irrigation after some cavity work on their vertical faces has been performed. Trunks 

that are divided into quarters are used in building structures that require lightweight 

composition. This is because the maximum length at which these trunk fibers can be 

used is three meters. 

5.3.2  Leaves 

Farmers used to cut old palm leaves once every year at the end of the harvest 

season. The date palms benefitted greatly from this cutting procedure. It decreased the 

load on a palm, promoting the growth of new leaves, reducing the risk of disease, and 

making room in the grove for the farmer during pollination and harvest time. The 

leaves were then divided into three principal sections: whole leaves, fronds, and 

leaflets. 
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5.3.2.1  The Whole Leaf 

The character of the whole leaf—its length and shape—makes it useful in a 

lightweight structure. Whole leaves are used to build walls in an arish house (see 

figure 5.2) or as a roof on a mud house or other temporary shelter. The leaves also are 

used for fencing and partitions, especially on farms. 

5.3.2.1.1  Techniques 

Using whole leaves to build walls is a relatively simple technique. The leaves 

are arranged in rows, with the thicker parts fixed to the ground and bound with rope. 

For the roof, leaves are laid on tree trunks covered with mud; the trunks are used for 

stability. The same technique is used when making a lighter roof—the leaves are 

placed in a triangle or cone shape, with the thicker parts attached near the tip and the 

little leaves forming the end. 

Figure 5.2  Arish, the summer house16 
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5.3.2.2  Fronds (midribs) 

Fronds are regarded as the most useful part of a date palm for two reasons. 

First, fronds are available in large quantities. Second, fronds have some unique 

characteristics as raw materials, including their flexibility and strength. In this regard, 

craftsmen create many products from date palm fronds. House furniture, such as 

chairs, tables, and infant beds are just a few examples. In addition, craftsmen have 

been able to construct crates in different sizes and once used them to house birds and 

small animals or to store fruit such as dates or figs.  

Figure 5.3  A craftsman making furniture from fronds17 

5.3.2.2.1  Techniques 

Craftsmen often work either on farms or close to them to be close to the frond 

material that they use. Their job starts with them collecting whole frond leaves or 

cutting them directly from the palm trees. The next step involves removing the leaflets 

and spins using a scythe, which is similar to a corn knife. Since each section of the 
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frond is not the same in thickness, craftsmen divide it into parts based on the desired 

product’s specifications. For example, a date cage is built with small and thin frond 

parts while a chair requires both large and small parts. Most frond products employ 

similar techniques so this chapter will focus on a date crate and explain its 

manufacture. 

5.3.2.3  The Leaflets 

Frond production makes leaflets available for use. Leaflets are first collected 

and separated according to their length. In the hands of a skilled craftsman, leaflets 

can be as versatile as plastic, allowing such an individual to make a number of 

products. Leaflet products can be assigned to two categories: flat and closed-shape. 

Flat products include fans, rugs, dinner tables, bread boxes, and finishing for roofs. 

Closed- or defined-shape products include hats, baskets, and bags. 

Figure 5.4  Products made from leaflets18 
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5.3.2.3.1  Techniques 

Craftsmen prefer using wet leaflets because of their flexibility in weaving. 

Dried leaflets are usually soaked in water for a couple of hours to increase their 

elasticity. After they have been prepared, the craftsman starts to insert rows piece by 

piece. One pass is made over one leaflet and then under the second and then over it 

again in a repetitive process. This is the fundamental technique. From there, a 

craftsman could close the shape or continue on and attach it to another woven part to 

make the final product bigger.  

5.3.3  Spines 

The spine is the first form of the leaf and is centralized in the palm head in 

order to protect the tree from insects. Farmers used to cut the spines to protect 

themselves when they handled the palm. The spine is about twenty centimeters long 

and one centimeter wide. Since it is very sharp, people use it as a sewing needle, for 

fish traps, and to make toothpicks. 

5.3.4  Sheath 

The sheath is located at the end of each palm frond. Only farmers are allowed 

to take this part, which is attached to the leaves, because it works by itself to save the 

heart of the palm tree from extreme weather/temperature differences. The most 

important use of the sheath is to make ropes and fabrics, which generate many 

products, such as alkur, sakes, and dish cleaner. The sheath is also used as a filling for 
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mattresses and settees. Some sources19 have even revealed that the ancient Egyptians 

produced false hair from the palm frond sheath. 

5.3.5  Bunches 

At the end of the harvest season, farmers often gather date palm bunches from 

which the dates have been removed. Dried bunches are used to make brooms or ropes. 
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CHAPTER VI 

WHAT CAUSED THE DECLINE IN USE OF DATE PALM? 

 Date palms have a long-standing relationship with humans, especially in the 

Middle East. They have served as food; provided protection from a harsh 

environment; and were used as fuel for fires and construction material. However, this 

abundant tree is gradually heading into disuse. The change did not occur overnight; 

there are four principal reasons for the decline in the use of date palms. The first 

reason is the import of mangrove wood and other types of wood from India, Africa, 

and other places (King 15–16). Imported wood is more expensive, but some choose to 

use it as a sign of their wealth. Another reason the date palm’s use has almost become 

obsolete in manufacturing has to do with builders. They found that imported wood had 

better characteristics for construction purposes when compared to wood from date 

palm trunks. For example, mangrove poles are thinner, lighter, and easier to cut. This 

situation has encouraged wood traders to import more wood and reduce its price, 

which in turn has helped middle-income people build their homes from the imported 

wood rather than date palm wood.  

A third factor in the decline of date palm usage has been the cost of producing 

date palm products and the time it takes to manufacture them. These two elements 

often did not correspond with the payment that craftsmen required. As a result, they 

started either leaving their jobs or switching to another type of wood, which led to an 

ever-growing gap between the generations. Now, the new guild of woodworkers is no 

longer learning the skills needed to use date palm wood.  
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The fourth reason date palm usage has gone down is due to the discovery of oil 

in Arab countries. This development changed the lives of people in Arab lands and 

even reflected upon the local architecture. Author Kultermannt observed accordingly 

that “The contemporary cultural situation in the Arab states has changed dramatically 

in many areas, and it is demonstrated most significantly by the new architecture, 

which is rising with incredible speed” (216). From there, it was not feasible to use date 

palm trunks to construct building roofs after hundreds of concrete factories emerged. It 

also made no sense to purchase chairs made from fronds when there were furniture 

shops full of modern chairs with wheels. Moreover, people no longer needed to keep 

fruit in bags made from leaflets when the stores were selling containers made from 

plastic and glass. The whole culture has been changing, and it happened very 

quickly—in the short time span of fifty years.  

Again, for all of these reasons, craftsmen who had worked with this raw 

material gradually quit since consumers were not asking for these products anymore. 

However, the good news is that farmers in Arab countries have continued planting and 

selling dates because their price is still attractive and profits continue to be made. For 

example, the number of date palms in Saudi Arabia alone stands at more than twenty-

three million palms.20 On the other hand, today’s farmers face a different problem 

after every harvest season, because they are now left with tons of date palm leaves and 

trunks that have little or no purpose. The farmers usually burn the leftover leaves, 

which in turn has led to conflict between them and the cities because of air pollution. 
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CHAPTER VII 

CONTEMPORARY APPLICATIONS 

7.1  Introduction 

Of concern is finding a feasible first step to solve this problem, so local 

practices in the Middle East, especially in the cities that have with many date palms, 

have started working on potential solutions. Some of the proposed ideas include the 

establishment of specialized centers, such as the Palm Center in Alhasa, Saudi Arabia 

and the Restaq Center in Oman, where craftsmen provide annual seminars on 

traditional date palm manufacturing. One of the goals of these places is to help young 

and poor people learn these manufacturing methods so that they can provide income 

for themselves and keep this traditional craft alive. Gradually, local customers and 

tourists are starting to purchase these products to use as accessories in decorating their 

houses. However, another group of local craftsmen have thought of a different 

solution, which revolves around the development of this industry in order to show that 

it has value in the current market. The following paragraphs will focus on some of 

these individual practices in the area of reusing date palm wood and converting it into 

a product that is attractive to consumers, using the same material with new and 

different ideas. 

7.2  Product Design 

Manar Moursi is an Egyptian architect and the founder of Studio Meem. She 

got her master’s degree in architecture and urban policy from Princeton University in 
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the United Kingdom. Moursi’s ideas first formed when she thought of ways to save 

traditional date palm crafts. That led her to introduce a series of furniture called “off 

greed.” The series include bookshelves, tables, and chairs. Basically, she designs the 

products and then sends them to local craftsmen to be manufactured. After that she 

adds her personal touch to the product by doing things such as painting it with bright 

colors or adding another material to add another layer of appearance or function (see 

figure 7.1).  Moursi, in an interview,21 said the availability of materials has never been 

a problem because date palm fronds are locally available in huge quantities; the 

problem is the lack of financial support and the difficulty of fusing this traditional 

industry with the younger generation’s tastes. 

Figure 7.1  One of Moursi’s products22 

7.3  Decor 

Fahd Aljbhan is a Saudi designer and craftsman, as well as the owner of the 

company Eshiq Alnakheel. He is working in the city of Diriyah in the center of Saudi 
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Arabia. His job as an environmental monitor led him to discover the problem of the 

burning of date palm leaves, which hurts the environment and nearby people. Since 

Aljbhan’s family owned a farm, he thought of ways to reuse these leaves to produce 

some modest products, like television tables. Gradually, his friends encouraged him to 

expand this hobby to become a commercial entity. In 1999, Aljbhan established a 

decoration company based on using date palm leaves as a primary material. His works 

vary from manufacturing furniture such as cabinets, sofas, and tables to producing 

cladding patterns on walls and ceilings (see figure 7.2). Not only has his work become 

known locally, but he also has done some projects outside of Saudi Arabia, venturing 

into Egypt. Aljbhan’s company consumes about 80,00023 date palm leaves every year, 

which can be seen as a positive indication that there is a growing market for date palm 

wood. Aljbhan has said in an interview24 that he wants to develop this industry, but 

each project takes a lot of time, about forty-five days, which has led to increasing 

costs. He is looking to update his shop with high-technology machines to reduce time, 

cost, and labor. 
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Figure 7.2  Ceiling and wall fronds cladding25 

7.4  Light-weight structure 

 A British architect, Sandra Piesik studied both art and architecture. She has a 

bachelor and master’s degree in art, and a bachelor and diploma in architecture from 

the Architectural Association of London. Piesik has designed over sixty different-use 

projects in Europe, Asia, and the Arabian Gulf countries.26 She became interested in 

topics that focused on attaching historical and cultural heritage to the current local 

environment and found that the Middle East and North Africa were good places to 

start exploring this new theme.  

Piesik began in the United Arab Emirates and discovered that date palm 

architecture captured her interest. She started to visit specific locations 

where the Emirati people still have houses built from date palm leaves. Piesik spent a 

lot of time with local people and craftsman in order to document their practices. In 

2012, she published the book Arish: Palm-Leaf Architecture, where she explains in 
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detail this unique kind of architecture using local materials. In this book, she created a 

manual on how to build an Arish structure. Piesik has also documented her 

experiments using the date palm leaf as a structure, for prefabrication, and in 

ornamentation (see figure 7.3). In 2013, Piesik started a project called “Food Shelter in 

Poor Countries” with the collaboration of four countries (the UK, the UAE, France, 

and Morocco). Subsequently, she has presented a workshop in France in collaboration 

with the Vitra Design Museum in Weil am Rhein and at the Centre Pompidou in Paris, 

using palm leaf to build a prototype for the food shelter. In an email to the researcher 

on November 2013, Piesik said that the problem with the date palm leaf architecture is 

that people think it is not a contemporary material. She further stated that it is the 

people’s duty to modify and improve this material so that it will again be usable in 

modern life. 

Figure 7.3  One of Piesik’s works27 
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7.5  Compressed wood 

A Saudi inventor, Yazeed Alaqeel has a BA in mechanical engineering from 

Um Alqura University in Saudi Arabia. Alaqeel became interested in date palm frond 

reuse when his professor told him how people recycle the date palm leaves in 

Egypt using basic methods. Alaqeel ran some tests in a lab in his hometown 

of Al Qaseem since there are many date farms there. The tests were focused on 

moisture content and calculating the palm’s evaporation rate. He then decided to make 

more specific examinations in an advanced lab. The first attempt at this was done in a 

lumber factory in Sweden. He shipped a large quantity of date palm fronds 

by airplane from Saudi Arabia to a rented lumber factory in Sweden. After many 

experiments and tests, he finally succeeded in producing compressed wood made of 

date palm leaves, which exceeded European standards by 33%.28 The second attempt 

was in China; his goal then was to achieve the optimum manufacturing methods with 

minimal costs. Alaqeel found Chinese factories that would help him accomplish this. 

He shipped around fifty tons of date palm fronds to a well-known wood factory in 

China to manufacture the compressed wood into a similar quality as plywood. In the 

end, he successfully produced a compressed wood, made another test of the final 

product, and found that it had good characteristics in terms of strength and flexibility 

(see figure 7.4). In addition, his manufactured wood was water resistant without the 

addition of any chemicals. Surprisingly, he found that in case of fire, the product could 

be turned into coal without generating a flame. Yazeed said in an interview29 that he is 

proud of this product, which is made of 100% local material and not only helps the 
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environment but also could provide new opportunities for jobs in the areas of farming 

and frond manufacturing. Alaqeel added that financial support was one of the biggest 

challenges today; he believes that governments should support this kind of industry 

since it requires a large budget in order to be successful. 

Figure 7.4  The compressed wood produced in China30 

7.6  Vault structure 

Samer Abdulazeem is an Egyptian professor who works in the Nano National 

Center in Egypt. Samer has always been interested in the work of the Egyptian 

architect,  Hassan Fathy, especially Fathy’s philosophy about using local materials to 

build low-cost houses for poor people. From there, Abdulazeem began to use the same 

idea of locality, and rather than using stone and mud, he sourced date palm leaves. In 

fact, Abdulazeem was looking to accomplish two goals: first, to take advantage of 

unused materials, and second, to encourage poor people to stay close to the area, 
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which has many date farms. Abdulazeem came up with two products made of date 

palm leaves. The first product idea replaced the steel in roofing structures with fronds. 

This new system has the added benefit of flexibility and works as a thermal insulation. 

He utilized this innovation to build a membrane vault structure that could be used over 

a wall made with either cement block, brick, or stone. The second product was fiber 

concrete, which consists of shredded leaves mixed with cement. This fiber cement has 

yielded good results in strength tests, showing no cracks. Abdulazeem said in 

an interview31 that he thinks that people should go further in this direction, which 

would be especially helpful to low-income people who live in the desert and plain 

environments in Egypt. 

7.7  Conclusion 

To sum up, date palm fronds were the primary material used by the 

aforementioned practitioners as the basis of their different projects and achievements. 

Some used the date palm fronds in the manufacturing of furniture or as decoration; 

sometimes they used it as part of a structure itself or for thermal isolation. These 

achievements give a hint to the observer regarding the unique characteristics of the 

date palm frond, which stands in opposition to its simple availability and 

surroundings. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

CONTEMPORARY FABRICATION TEST 

8.1  Introduction 

The date palm frond has a unique natural character in the following aspects: 

thickness, length, shape, and texture. Date palm fronds grow from the heart of the 

palm and taper from seven inches to less than an inch in thickness; their lengths can 

range from twelve to fifteen inches. The shapes of the date palm frond vary by section; 

the thicker section near the palm trunk base forms a triangle pointing toward the frond 

end, whose sections are more circular (see figure 8.1). The shape of the frond's section 

is similar to that of ray fish. The thinner section’s shape is defined as a rounded shape. 

The date palm frond has two different textures: the outer skin is strong and smooth 

while its inner texture is less strong and coarse. In regard to the natural characteristics 

of the date palm frond, this research will test the fronds with the different 

contemporary techniques related to perforation, cutting, tenoning, and making dowel. 

8.2  Preparation of the Fronds 

The first step in this process was to prepare the date palm frond by removing 

the leaflet with a sickle. After that, the date palm frond is sanded on the connecting 

spots between the leaflet and the frond’s body.  
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Figure 8.1  Cross sections of a date palm frond from different distances32 

8.3  Perforation Test 

In this test, five tools were applied to the date palm frond. The first tool was a 

¾ inch rounded head metal chisel with the help of a hammer. As a result of the tool 

the date palm frond developed a long crack that ran parallel with its body (see figure 
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8.2). This occurred as a natural reaction to the chisel’s size and force. Thus, it was 

decided that the subsequent tools would be applied with an eighteen-volt drill. The 

second tool was a ¾ inch wood hole saw bit. This tool yielded much better results than 

the chisel, leaving few splinters, especially on the upper side of the frond (see figure 

8.3). The third tool was a ½ inch flat saw drill bit. This tool made a hole across the 

date palm frond, causing no splinter except on the outer skin on the bottom side of the 

hole (see figure 8.4). It was noted that the flat saw drill was slower than the wood hole 

saw bit. The fourth tool was a 9 16 inch spade bit; these tools have a screw head and a 

curved blade. Compared to the previous tools, the spade was faster and stronger but 

left more splinters in both sides (see figure 8.5). The last tool was a ½ inch forstner 

drill bit. It yielded the best result in comparison to all the previous tools. An almost 

perfect hole was created, excepting slight splinters on the bottom side of the frond (see 

figure 8.6). However, this tool was also the slowest one compared to the rest.  

Figure 8.2  Chisel experiment 
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Figure 8.3  Wood hole saw experiment 

Figure 8.4  Flat saw wood bit experiment 

Figure 8.5  Spade bit experiment 
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Figure 8.6  Forstner drill bit experiment 

8.3.1  Splintering Solutions 

Regarding the outer skin crack issue, three solutions were tested. The first 

solution involved the use of a piece of tape applied about two inches around the date 

palm frond before drilling. The result was almost the same; the splinters happened the 

same way even with the tape (see figure 8.7). The second solution involved drilling 

with a thin drill bit that needed to be drilled all the way to work as a guideline for the 

next step. After it had been used, a wider drill tool was then employed from two 

opposite sides until it reached the middle of the date palm frond (see figure 8.8). As a 

result of this strategy, the splinters almost disappeared; however, it should be noted 

that the effort was not always successful, because it is difficult to create a standard, 

clean hole when drilling from both sides. Furthermore, more time is needed for such 

an endeavor due to the irregular shape of the frond. The third solution involved using a 

hand saw to cut just the outer skin layer of the date palm frond and make a boundary 

around the area of the hole before drilling. The result was convincing as it protects the 

outer skin from cracking beyond the area inside the two saw lines (see figure 8.9). 
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Figure 8.7  Tape experiment 

Figure 8.8  Thin drill bit experiment 

3.#Drill#from#the#other#side#un2l#the#other#half#is#met#to#complete#the#
hole.##

#1.#Drill#with#a#thin#drill#bit.#

2.Drill#with#a#wider#drill#bit#from#one#side#halfway#into#the#frond.#
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Figure 8.9  Reducing skin cracks by using the saw method 

8.4  Cutting 

Since the date palm frond consists of thin parallel fibrous wood, it can be cut 

using either a manual saw or an electric saw. An electric saw is favorable since it 

provides constant speed, which leads to quick and strong cutting. However, if the date 

palm frond is still moist, using a hatchet could also work, but any hits made need to be 

fast and strong. 

8.5  Making a Tenon 

The purpose of making a tenon on the date palm frond is to join two or 

more pieces of frond together. Three different techniques were tested regarding this 

task. The first technique used a utility knife as a manual sharpener. Using the tool took 

additional time plus manual skill and produced unequal diminution. The second 
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technique employed a ¾ inch wood hole saw to make the tenon. The palm needs to be 

locked with a clamp, and the drill should be facing the head of the frond. For a clean 

finish, one should cut a ring around the end of the tenon after drilling. This tool 

provided good results in making a tenon; however, it was difficult to make the tenon 

in the center of the palm. Also, using this tool would leave a hole inside the tenon, 

which may weaken the structure of the tenon itself (see figure 8.10). The third 

technique involved a ¾ inch tenon cutter with the aid of drill. The tenon cutter is 

designed to make a precise tenon and it has a tenon length control feature (see figure 

8.11). As a result, using the tenon cutter was the best technique when compared to the 

others. 

 

Figure 8.10  Using a wood hole saw to make a tenon 
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Figure 8.11  Using a tenon cutter to make a tenon 

8.6  Assembling 

After accomplishing the perforation, cutting, and making a tenon tests, the 

researcher intended to make a simple square frame out of date palm fronds. This work 

will follow rustic furniture techniques in assembling the parts. The first step is to 

prepare four pieces (one inch wide and six inches long) of date palm fronds. Next, a 5 8 

inch hole needs to be made using a flat saw; the hole should be one inch far from the 

end of the pieces. After that, tenons are made using the ¾ inch tenon cutter about one 

inch from the other end of the pieces. Finally, every tenon is inserted into the hole 

with the help of a wooden hammer in order to complete the square shape. Although 

optional, it is recommended that a little wood glue be used between the tenons and 

holes to increase the stability of the connecting points. With this basic technique, one 

could potentially manufacture many products with the possibility of altering the tenon 

and the hole’s depth and diameter (see figure 8.12).  
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Figure 8.12  Simple square frame 

8.7  Results 

To conclude, one of the most important features in using the date palm frond 

while keeping its original physical shape intact is keeping the outer skin of the frond 

from cracking. The outer skin, as mentioned above, is smooth and strong; not only 

that, but it also has a unique pattern that varies from piece to piece. Keeping the outer 

skin has limitations to manufacturing streamlined products, such as furniture, since 

date palm fronds naturally grow in numerous shapes. Even with these tools and 

techniques, it is challenging to develop a production line where every step can be 

adjusted to form the fronds into similar parts. As a result, the researcher decided to 

modify the date palm frond by peeling away the outer skin. The seed of this idea came 

from the results yielded when the tenon cutter was applied to the date palm frond. This 

tool transforms the date palm frond’s head into a regular shape that can be described 

as a “cylinder shape” or a “dowel.” However, there is a length limitation when using 
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the tenon cutter. Therefore, the researcher found a tool that is intended to form both 

regular and irregular shapes into dowels. The subsequent section will focus on the 

outcomes realized from making dowels with date palm fronds. 

8.8  Making Dowels 

The dowel cutter is a tool that has the ability to make a dowel out of square 

wooden sticks. Since this tool is not designed for the date palm frond specifically, 

some modifications were applied to the dowel-making process. First, thicker date palm 

frond heads should be peeled using a sharp hand cutter so that they can be installed in 

a ¾ inch socket. Then, this socket needs to be plugged into an adapter socket, which is 

then attached to a power drill. After that, the date palm frond from the thinner head is 

inserted into the dowel cutter and the drill is run (see figure 8.13). The drill speed 

should be set on a slow speed (300–400 RPM), because the drilling process causes a 

strong rotation that could break the date palm frond. In addition, during the drilling 

process it is recommended that the dowel be feed out to supportive guiding blocks. 

When this experiment was conducted, the dowel cutter successfully produced ½ inch 

dowels (see figure 8.14). Finally, regardless of what the date palm frond dowel is 

going to be used for, sand work should be applied to it to make it smooth.  
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Figure 8.13  Dowel maker experiment 
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Figure 8.14  Passing the dowel while making the process feed out to supportive 

guiding blocks 

8.9  Conclusion 

To conclude this chapter, using contemporary fabrication results can be 

considered a starting point in helping date palm frond manufacturing grow. 

Furthermore, the next chapter will check the ability to apply digital fabrication 

methods on date palm fronds, mostly with the production of dowels as a result.  
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CHAPTER IX 

DIGITAL FABRICATION TEST 

9.1  Introduction 

Currently, the architectural world is witnessing a revolution with the use of 

digital tools and manufacturing such as CNC machines, laser cutters, and 3D printers 

in designing, fabricating, and assembling buildings. Most of these machines and 

technologies depend on defined materials, either sheet materials, like plywood or 

metal, or packaged ones like epoxy resins and rolled materials like polylactic acid. 

Here, designers within the digital fabrication field will follow one of the three 

following directions. The first direction is to work with the defined materials. So a 

designer would, in this vein, focus on designs and fabrications based on their choices 

with these defined materials. The second direction requires using emerging or 

inventing altogether new sets of materials. Designers may go beyond the properties of 

the materials to be incorporated into their design, yet they may still simultaneously 

adapt to the defined materials. The third direction is editing the digital tool itself. 

Designers may go further than these digital tools’ capabilities to work with certain 

materials that do not belong to the defined materials list. Since this research does not 

plan to invent or modify new material out of the date palm frond, the second direction 

will be excluded. However, considering the tenon and dowel results from the previous 

chapter, it seems that date palm fronds could be applied in the first and third 

directions. To this end, this chapter will investigate the employment of some digital 

fabrication methods with date palm fronds. In fact, three digital fabrication 
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experiments will be applied to date palm frond dowels: bending, cutting, and using a 

joinery system. 

9.2  Bending Experiment 

Bending wood is a common technique for woodworkers; it involves bending 

straight wood into a curved shape. Often, designers use this technique for two 

purposes: to reduce the number of parts and joints involved or for functional 

resolution. The purpose of examining the wood bending method is to dig into another 

field of research. For this reason, the study is going to use the steam bending method, 

which is defined as a method that increases wood’s elasticity by exposing it to a closed 

steam atmosphere. Generally, this method requires two elements: a steam box to steam 

the wood in and a mold to curve the wood. Indeed, this work will test the date palm 

frond dowel’s behavior toward a proposed bending technique that consists of a PVC 

steam pipe and a bending mold cut from medium-density fiberboard (MDF) by a laser 

cutter. 

9.2.1  The PVC Steam Box 

The researcher built a steam box out of PVC pipe since it was easy and fast to 

do. In order to build such a steam box, the items below are needed (see figure 9.1): 

1. A four-inch PVC pipe that is ten inches long (depending on the 

wood’s length) 

2. An electric steam generator or any steam source  
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3. A hose and steam box adaptor to carry the steam from the generator to

the PVC pipe

4. Wooden dowels to hold the work piece of wood

5. Two caps to close the opening of the PVC pipe

6. A thermometer to monitor the temperature when the steam is flowing .

Figure 9.1  The PVC steam box components  
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Figure 9.2  Cross section of the PVC steam box components 

After all the elements have been joined together, following figure 9.2, the PVC pipe 

should be elevated with two holders. The front holder needs to be higher than the other 

one to let the water flow through the drainage hole.  

9.2.2  The Bending Mold 

For each wood-bending work, a mold or a template should be made to form the 

curve. Often, woodworkers cut a wooden curved template with a saw machine and 

attach the steamed wood onto the curved piece with many clamps in order to hold the 

steamed wood to the curve (see figure 9.3). However, this study will test the ability to 

make molds by using a laser cutter. Basically, this method is about designing a mold 

using a computer and CAD software (Rhino 5), where the curved form is subtracted 

from the MDF board, which is similar to the date palm frond dowels in terms of 

thickness and length. After that, the steamed date palm frond dowels are inserted into 

the subtracted form with the aid of plastic clips. If the date palm frond dowels are 

successfully formed into the mold, the dowels themselves should not be removed from 
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the mold until they are completely dry (see figure 9.4). Continuing from this step, the 

following sections will test two different mold templates with different variables to 

record and evaluate the results. 

Figure 9.3  One of the common bending methods33 

Figure 9.4  The laser-cutter bending mold method 
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9.2.2.1  First test 

In this experiment, the researcher used ½” date palm frond dowels that were 

steamed for one hour34 in the steam box. Here, the temperature was between 200–

220°F with a ¼” MDF bending template carving. The carving had a range of angles 

(150°, 130°, 90°, 50°, 30°, and 10°) with the following variables:  

• Bending mold diameter of 2”

• Bending mold length of 10”

• Bending mold width of 54”

As a result of this test, all of the template carving angles were broken except the 150°

angle, which was not bent but folded (see figure 9.6). These predictable failures were 

due to the bending diameter being too small. This problem may have caused the date 

palm frond dowels to be smashed in the process. In addition, the bent mold width may 

have been too narrow, which would have reduced its ability to take a shape inside. To 

this end, the researcher conducted a second experiment that focused on increasing the 

bending diameter, mold width, and steam time. 
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Figure 9.5  The first attempted bending template 

 

Figure 9.6  The results of the first bending attempt 
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9.2.2.2  Second test  

In this experiment, the researcher used the same date palm frond dowels, but 

they were steamed for two hours in the steam box; the temperature was between 200–

220°F with different bending template carvings, focusing specifically on wide angles 

(170°, 150°, 130°, 110°, 90°, and 70°). The variables were also changed: 

• Bending mold diameter of 6” 

• Bending mold length of 10” (unchanged) 

• Bending mold width of 0.58” 

 

Figure 9.7  The second attempted bending template 

As a result, the physical bending ability was more elastic than in the previous attempt; 

that may be because the date palm frond dowels had been steamed longer. The dowels 

could have been formed into smaller angles, but they still had a problem with folding. 

When the researcher inserted them into the bending template they started to break at 
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the bend (see figure 9.8). Indeed, there are many factors that need be considered with 

regard to causes of folding and breaking. Lon Schleining,35 an expert in wood 

bending, stated that bends fail for four main reasons: the wood fiber is overextended, 

the radius is too small, the wood is too thick, or there is not enough steam in the steam 

box (144). These reasons were all reviewed, and the researcher found that it is likely 

that the reason for the bending failure is that not all types of wood can be bent, and if a 

particular type of wood can be bent, it still holds true that not all types of wood can be 

bent with the same technique. When the date palm frond dowels came out of the steam 

box in the second attempt, their skin was too soft. It seems that these dowels can take 

the stress and maintain their shape in a small area, though they are more difficult to 

bend as whole since they simultaneously require slow and constant stress, which this 

technique did not offer. 
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Figure 9.8  The break and fold issues in the second attempt 

 9.3  Cutting Experiment 

This study looks to elevate the common cutting methods for dowels, taking 

advantage of the digital tools and methods available while exploring the opportunities 

to develop a series of cutting methods as well as make joints and extends using a laser 

cutter. Since the date palm frond dowels used in this experiment had a diameter of 

about a half-inch, the researcher used a laser cutter for two reasons. First, the laser 

cutter is more accurate than other digital tools since it uses a precise, pointed laser. 

This stands in contrast to a CNC machine, which uses a drill kit with bigger diameters 

that do not fit with the palm frond dowels’ diameters. Second, the laser cutter does not 

wiggle, whereas with the CNC machine it is hard to control its vibrations. 
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9.3.1  Laser Cutter Holder 

In order to integrate date palm frond dowels with a laser cutter system, the 

researcher had to design and make a holder36 to keep the dowel in place while cutting 

it with the laser cutter. In fact, the laser cutter holder consisted of a fixed base and a 

removable octagon (see figure 9.9). First, the base was designed to have separated 

areas and holding parts. Basically, the separated areas were made to let the laser cutter 

pass all the way through the dowels. The holding part’s purpose was to hold the 

removable octagon in a stable manner (see figure 9.10). Second, the octagon holder 

had the ability to rotate and control the insertion of a dowel. Mainly, the octagon 

holder was intended to move the dowels between four positions. For example, one of 

the designs required making two holes: one through position A (90°) and the other in 

position B (135°) (see figure 9.11). This means that the laser cutter first made a hole at 

position A, and when it was finished, the whole date palm frond dowel attached to the 

cutting template was taken off, rotated to position B, inserted again, and then the laser 

cutter was run again to make the new hole. In addition, the octagon holder had the 

property of insertion, the flexibility of which was controlled by moving two fingers 

(see figure 9.12). 
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Figure 9.9  The laser cutter holder components 

Figure 9.10  An exploded perspective of a date palm frond dowel holder 
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Figure 9.11  Explanation of the rotation idea of the octagon holder 

Figure 9.12  Insertion process of the date palm frond dowels into the octagon holder 

9.3.1.1  First test 

In this experiment, the researcher used the ½ inch date palm frond dowels and 

installed them into the laser cutter holder. Next, the laser cutter was placed on the 

work surface. Then, the laser cutter setting was adjusted to: Power: 100, Speed: 3, and 

Pulses per inch37: 450. As a result, the laser cutter was able to engrave almost all the 

cutting lines that were already set in the CAD file; however, most of the parts were not 

cut all the way, except one part, which was located at the end of the date palm frond 

dowels (see figure 9.13).  
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9.3.1.2  Second test 

In this experiment, the same procedure and settings were followed with some 

modifications to the octagon holder. In fact, the College of Architecture technician, 

Mike West,38 suggested trimming the upper parts of the holder to let the laser cone 

come into closer proximity to the date palm frond dowels. Even when this suggestion 

was applied, the results were the same (see figure 9.14). 

Figure 9.13  The first date palm frond dowels cutting attempt by laser cutter 
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Figure 9.14  Testing the second attempt after trimming the octagon holder 

9.3.1.3  Third test 

In this experiment, the researcher kept the same variables, but the speed was 

reduced to 1.3 since the date palm frond dowels are dense. As a result, this test was 

successful, and all cutting lines passed through the dowel (see figure 9.15). So the 

speed of cutting was a major factor in cutting date palm frond dowels—the slower the 

speed, the more the laser will cut. On the other hand, a speed slower than (1) may 

cause flames or smoke, making the palm frond dowel burn. 
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Figure 9.15  The third attempt’s result 

9.3.2  Cutting 

Based on the above results, using a laser cutter to cut the date palm frond 

dowels allows for an array of alternative fabrication methods. Using this technique 

helps cut material into as many parts as a given design requires, even with the addition 

of different cutting sizes and end-cut shapes.  

9.3.3  Making Joints 

This technique can be considered the best step partially because it accelerates 

the fabrication process. Since the traditional joint-making techniques were limited to a 

few options with regard to contemporary tools in the previous chapter, digital 

techniques using a laser cutter can produce joints in various locations and angles, 

taking advantage of the octagon holder’s features (see figure 9.16). 
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9.3.4  Extension 

Additionally, when using this technique, the date palm frond dowel’s length 

could be extended through different kinds of common wood extension methods—even 

more complex methods could be used since the actual cutting would be completed by 

a laser cutter (see figure 9.17).   

Figure 9.16  Examples of joining ideas 
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 Figure 9.17  Extension ideas for date palm frond dowels 

9.4  3D Joint Components 

Using previously proposed digital fabrication methods with raw date palm 

fronds is extremely difficult due to their irregular form and dimensions. However, in 

Chapter VIII, the experiment of making a fixed-size tenon with a date palm frond was 

successful; as a result, the date palm frond can have a defined shape on both vertices. 

Thus, integration between the tenon vertex and a component, produced by digital 

tools, is possible. In the following sections, the study will address two proposals: a 

space frame system using a 3D printer and product design using a CNC machine.  

9.4.1  Space Frame 

As previously mentioned, the tenon of the date palm frond can be controlled. 

Accordingly, it is possible to design a space frame that consists of date palm fronds as 
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members and 3D-printed components as nodes (see figure 9.18). Two points must be 

considered in order to design such a system. First, the tenon’s diameter and length 

should be fixed, since designing the nodes depends on those factors. Second, there is a 

limitation on the length of the frond member with regard to the variation of the date 

palm frond’s thickness. However, it is possible for the dowels to be used in the 

creation of a space frame system (see figure 9.19). To sum up, space frame design is 

one viable potential application for the date palm frond. 

 

 

 

Figure 9.18  Space frame design using date palm fronds and 3D-printed joints 
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Figure 9.19  Space frame design using ¾” dowels and 3D-printed joints 

9.4.2 Product Design 

Product design, which consists of parts connected to each other in a systematic 

theme, could consider a potential proposal to apply digital thought to date palm fronds. 

The fixed tenon vertices on both sides of the date palm frond allow it to integrate 

easily with another component. In other words, a date palm frond with a tenon from 

each vertex could be a part of a chair consisting of two main components: plywood 

(the side of chair) cut by a CNC machine and date palm fronds with tenon vertices (the 

seating). In order to test the feasibility of this application, this research will discuss 

designing and making a chair following this idea. 
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9.4.2.1 The chair 

There were four stages to making the proposed chair; designing, testing the 

connections (joints), fabrication, and assembling. The first stage involves designing a 

3D model of a chair using Rhino software. Many chair design ideas were proposed 

and after consideration, the researcher chose a simple chair design where the side of 

the chair is a one-inch piece of plywood that has 3/4-inch holes to match the fronds 

tenon diameter. The seating is made from seventeen-inch long fronds with tenon from 

both sides (see figure 9.20). 

 

Figure 9.20 Final proposal of the chair design  

The second stage was to try many connection ideas to find the best method to 

join the frond with plywood. During this stage, three tests were conducted. The first 

test was to insert the tenon frond into the plywood hole with the help of glue. As a 
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result, this method makes a good connection but is still weak and unstable. The second 

test was to insert a 3/8-inch threaded insert into the frond tenon, then insert the frond 

into a halfway-hole in the plywood. Next, insert a screw from the other side of 

plywood to go into the frond through the threaded insert. As a result, either the frond 

developed a split while screwing or the threaded insert fell out of the frond (see figure 

9.21). The third and final test was to make a perpendicular cut over the tenon vertex, 

then insert the tenon to the plywood hole. Next, insert a wedge into the tenon from the 

other side with the help of a hammer. As a result, this connection was strong and 

stable even without glue (see figure 9.22). 

Figure 9.21 A long split occurred with the threaded insert test 
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Figure 9.22 The steps of inserting a wedge into the tenon 

The third stage was fabrication of the chair parts. This stage included two 

steps; preparing the fronds and cutting the plywood using the CNC machine. The first 

step is to cut 17-inch long fronds that are no less than one inch thick. Before making 

the tenon, a ring should be cut around both ends of frond where the tenon should end 

to stop future splits. Then, make a 3/4-inch wide, 1-1/2 inch long tenon on both ends 

using a tenon maker (see figure 9.23). After that, a one-inch perpendicular cut into the 

tenon is made to fit the wedge insertion and the triangular wedges are made (two-inch 

long and ¾ inch wide). The second step of the fabrication is to cut the sides of the 
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chair using the CNC machine into the one inch Baltic Birch plywood based on the 3D 

Rhino file (see figure 9.24). 

 

 

Figure 9.23 Preparing the fronds  
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 Figure 9.24 The chair sides already cut by the CNC machine 

The fourth and final step is to assemble the chair parts. After getting all the 

parts ready, place the first side of the chair on the ground and start to insert all the 

fronds all the way into the holes. Then, place the second side of the chair over the 

fronds and adjust the frond tenons to fit into the holes. It is strongly recommended to 

use long clamps to hold the chair parts together while inserting the fronds into holes of 

the second side of the chair. Finally, the wedges should be inserted into the tenon of 

the fronds on both sides, then all excess tenon and wedges, which are past the outer 

surface of the chair should be cut off and sanded. It should be mentioned here, that 

while assembling the chair, the researcher discovered that there is no need for the 
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reinforcing plywood plank since the fronds and chair sides have such a strong 

connection. 

Figure 9.25 Assembling the chair parts  
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Figure 9.26 The Final stage of the chair 

9.5  Conclusion 

To sum up, this chapter focused on applying digital fabrication methods to date 

palm fronds. Three techniques were tested with the fronds: bending, cutting, and 
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joinery systems. First, regarding bending experiments, the date palm frond dowels did 

not act as the researcher intended. Using a laser-cutter printed template to bend the 

date palm frond dowels was not successful during this experiment. They either broke 

or folded; the reason could be because the chosen bending method was not the best for 

the situation. In addition, the nature of date palm fronds requires different treatments. 

The cutting experiment using a laser cutter, however, was successful in the end. The 

laser cutter was in the correct position to cut, create joints, and extend the use of the 

date palm frond dowels. To this end, the laser cutter has proven to be an accelerating 

factor that can help designers and architects start manufacturing products with less 

effort and time. The second proposed joinery system has been tested however, by 

making a chair that consists of fronds and plywood and it seems to have potential 

value since it could consider as a seed of prototype products following similar 

techniques. 
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CHAPTER X 

CONCLUSION 

In the Arabian culture and other cultures as well, it is man’s duty on this Earth 

to fulfill basic life requirements for things such as food and shelter in order to maintain 

a high quality of life regardless of the individual’s or society’s perspectives. Through 

the ages and from different locations, people have been able to sustain themselves by 

following various methodologies. In the Middle East, which is classified as part of the 

Old World, early civilizations were faced with one of the harshest climate conditions 

on the Earth. The weather is extremely hot most of the time and there is a distinct lack 

of water and food. However, people there were capable of not only surviving but also 

creating the most advanced civilizations in the world at that time. Again, it was man’s 

duty to gather the available sources that could be used and consumed.  

Date palms were one of these sources, and they were defined as God’s gift to 

the Mediterranean people and their land. As Hilda Simon said, it was the “tree of life,” 

literally standing as a source of food and shelter. Gradually, people who lived in the 

Middle East developed another level of relation between themselves and date palms. 

These trees have become one of the most respected and highly symbolic images 

attached to the faiths and beliefs that have been practiced in the Middle East culture, 

namely, Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. Indeed, dates farmers understood, 

documented, and conferred to convey one of the most complicated agricultural 

systems to the their future generations. Likewise, builders and craftsmen were able to 
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identify and transform date palm wood into a stable source of raw material for 

numerous structural applications and daily usages.  

Today, people’s dependence on dates as a source of food has not changed 

much, especially in Arabian countries that plant dates, however, their reliance on date 

palms as a source of wood has significantly decreased and the date palm has almost 

become an obsolete material. One of the significant reasons for this development has 

been the rapid economic revolution taking place in Arabian countries, which started 

with the discovery of oil. Consequently, many people no longer believe that date palm 

wood is a usable material. Even so, date farmers must continue to remove date palm 

leaves every year as an integral part of the tree’s standard care regimen. As a result, a 

lot of date palm leaves are accumulated every year, with the farmers being held 

responsible for their disposal. Mostly, the farmers burned date palm leaves, causing 

harm to the environment. Thus, the goal of this research was to rejuvenate the date 

palm frond’s status so that it will be used and considered an innovative consumable 

material, one that new contemporary and digital technologies can be applied to in 

order to identify its architectural applications and place in product design.  

Through different tests and experiments using basic contemporary fabrication 

methods and a variety of tools, this study was able to arrive at the starting line for the 

date palm, which may lead to its rebirth and witness its steady manufacturing again. 

One of the strategies employed made a round tenon on both sides of the date palm 

frond—an achievement that may be considered as a solution to their natural irregular 

shape. In fact, this result lays the groundwork for a tenon and mortise joint method 
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that could be used, for example, in making furniture and other product designs. This 

technique has the capacity to push the usage of date palm fronds forward to current 

and future architectural applications, and at the same time, the appearance of date 

palm fronds will remain almost the same, which may be considered an act of 

preservation with regard to the exterior look of date palms.  

There is no doubt that the result of transformation the date palm fronds to 

dowels could open wider applications because of the newfound ability to control the 

shape of this raw material, which is precisely what this research has studied and tested. 

In addition, the integration between date palm frond dowels and digital tools will 

make it easier to compare the resulting products to the date palm fronds with irregular 

shapes. Further integration could be found through the use of a laser-cutting machine 

to fabricate the palm frond dowel itself. Such a development would accelerate the 

process of reinventing the date palm frond into an attractive contemporary raw 

material. In addition, the researcher was able to design and test a joinery system that 

incorporates fronds, using digital tools, the CNC machine to create a chair that is 

ready to be classified as a competing product that has both a modern appearance and 

uses local materials. However, individual approaches like the results presented in this 

thesis are not enough to move local architects, designers, and craftsmen to enter this 

new industry, which depends on date palm fronds as the main raw material.  

In fact, a lot of effort should be engaged in developing and supporting date 

palm frond manufacturing through the establishment of research centers whose main 

aim would be to thoroughly explore the date palm frond’s distinct characteristics. This 
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would be like a database that works as a renewed fundamental source of inspiration 

for the practitioner. Engineers and machinery companies should also be jointly 

involved, along with architects and designers, to improve and invent tools, machines, 

and new techniques to take the most advantage of the unfolding possibilities when it 

comes to applying date palm fronds to architectural applications. From another 

perspective, the expected economic and environmental rewards of investigating the 

date palm frond could attract investors, which may in turn accelerate the development 

of this manufacturing process, thereby making it more effective.  

Even though, the dowel binding experiment failed in chapter nine, there is still 

a chance of success with the original form of date palm frond. The date palm frond in 

nature has a curved shape. Not only that, it shows more elasticity when it is green and 

wet. Therefore, this evidence shows that binding the date palm frond in its original 

form is possible. Consequently, in the future, the researcher will perform additional 

binding experiments using the original form and different bending methods in order to 

find effective ways to bend the frond and further the fabrication field. It should be 

noted that Charles and Ray Eames39, American designers, spent multiple years 

performing countless experiments in order to find the best method for bending 

plywood, later they became masters at bending plywood producing hundreds of 

product designs. Therefore, more effort and time should be spent on the frond bending 

industry to achieve results that are more satisfactory.  

Most importantly is the fact that in order to develop the date palm frond 

industry, more research should be done. However, the future research of the date palm 
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frond should not focus only on transforming the fronds from irregular to regular 

shapes; instead, the focus should be on maintaining the fronds’ original shape and 

accommodate it with the latest fabrication technologies that will open more 

opportunities. In addition, future research should go beyond these technologies in 

digital fabrication areas. In fact, a method that consists of two steps will be applied on 

fronds as future research. The first is to create a robotic system that can read and 

analyze the frond’s tridimensional shape using a compact 3D scanner. The second step 

is to define a parameter-based framework consisting of fabricated joints and fronds. 

Therefore, this method does not require modifying the fronds themselves, instead 

design and fabricated joints utilizing 3D printer are created based on the scanned data 

of the fronds. To sum up, the objective future research of the date palm frond industry 

would focus more on design and fabricated joints based on the frond’s tridimensional 

shape as a significant integration between nature and digital technology. The 

overarching objective of this work is to return the date palm wood’s dignity and 

nobility back to the Arabian culture since it has historically been of great value and 

cultural meaning of to the region. To conclude, the researcher believes that the future 

of date palm fronds is not limited by their natural characteristics, but instead relies on 

man’s ingenuity of design concerning this valuable and plentiful resource. 
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